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DIY Carbon Fibre Skinning Guide 
 

1. Introduction 

Carbon fibre skinning is an extremely low cost and 

accessible technique to allow home users and business 

users to apply a single skin of carbon fibre cloth onto 

their chosen part giving it the visual effect of being 

constructed from carbon fibre but without the large 

component price tag. 

Very little equipment is required and all the processing is 

completed at room temperature with no need for 

expensive ovens or curing equipment. 

Skinning is treated purely as a cosmetic process, so whilst 

undoubtedly once laminated and cured it will add 

strength to a component, the part will not perform and 

have the properties of a genuine carbon fibre item. 

The process can deliver stunning visual results and is used 

frequently in the automotive sectors amongst others for skinning different trim and bodywork 

components. The skinning process has been successfully caried out on many materials including 

plastic, wood and older cosmetically worn carbon fibre to rejuvenate and add new life. 

2. The Principles 

The core principles of this process are listed below. Whilst not a complex process this is one that 

requires a lot of patience and a light touch especially when handling the dry carbon fibre cloth as it is 

incredibly easy to distort the weave which will impact the look of your final piece. The key steps we 

will walk through are as follows; 

1. Prepare surface of component to be skinned 

2. Apply black basecoat resin layer 

3. Laminate carbon fibre cloth 

4. Wet out of carbon fibre cloth 

5. Build resin coat thickness (3 coats) 

6. Flat and final resin coats 

7. Flat and polish surface for final finish 

As the part you skin may be potentially added back onto another item ie a trim piece on a car it’s 

important to remember that as you add carbon fibre cloth and resin onto the part you will be adding 

thickness to it and making it bigger. So always be strategic about the surfaces you skin and make 

sure that anywhere you add material has the tolerance you require to still be re-fitted successfully 

when you are complete with the skinning process. 

The results possible using our skinning process  
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3. Materials list 
 

Before starting a carbon fibre skinning project, we make sure we have the following to hand to assist 

in completing a successful project. If you don’t have them, all of these items are available at 

diycomposites.co.uk; 

o DIY Composite Carbon Fibre Skinning Kit 

Additional to starter kit 

o Material sheers 

o Masking Tape 

o Cutting knife 

o Flash Tape – Optional 

o Dremel or other rotary with sanding & cutting wheel – Optional 

o Sanding block - Optional 

 
4. Prepare surface to be skinned 

It’s critical that the surface we will laminate the carbon fibre cloth onto 

has an abraded surface that will allow a great mechanical key for the 

resin and cloth that will be applied to hold onto. Failure to achieve this 

will mean that the carbon fibre could risk de-laminating. 

Start by using a course grade wet and dry paper as course as P120 to 

abrade the surface of the part. Pay particular attention to the edges of 

piece as any poor prep here could lead to the laminate lifting. Once the 

surface has been roughed all over also consider in hard plastics such as 

car or motorcycle trim pieces using a cutting knife to add additional 

surface scoring which will help give even more texture for the resin to 

bond to. Finally remove any debris or loose material from the sanding 

process and then degrease the surface with the alcohol wipes provided 

in the kit or a suitable de-greaser. 

DIY TIP – Try to devise a way to hold and support your component so 

that it is off the work surface and held securely allowing you to use 2 

hands to work on it through the laminating and resin coating process. 

5. Add black basecoat resin layer 

The basecoat layer has a dual purpose. It adheres the carbon fibre cloth to the component you are 

skinning as well as providing a black undercoat for the carbon to sit against. This is so no colour of 

the original component comes through as only a single layer of DIY HQDC 200g cloth will be 

laminated which is extremely thin and lightweight and bold colours maybe seen through tiny gaps in 

the weave if the undercoat was clear. 

Using the SK75B black basecoat (which should be thoroughly shaken to ensure the pigment is 

Surface prepped with 120 grit paper 

Scores to edges to promote cloth adhesion  
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dispersed) mix for 2-3 minutes with the H75 hardener as per the data 

sheet instructions. Once both components are thoroughly mixed then 

using a laminating brush apply a smooth even layer across your 

component that was prepared in stage 4. SK75B epoxy resin has good 

de-airing properties but should any large air bubbles be apparent 

then brief gentle heat with a hair dryer will help them expel. Do not 

overheat the resin. 

With the basecoat evenly applied it should be left to cure to the tack 

stage. At room temperature (20– 25 degrees) We would typically 

expect this to take around 1.5 to 2.5 hours. We describe the tack stage 

as being when you touch the surface of the basecoat layer and there is still a tack and an extremely 

light mark from your glove but if a finger was gently drawn across the component surface, no black 

residue would be left on your finger. If you were to push hard you would still be able to leave a large 

mark in the surface. 

6. Laminate the carbon fibre cloth 

This step along with step 6a and 7 below must be completed whilst your basecoat is at the tack 

stage. 

Ensuring that you laminate your cloth at this tack stage described above is critical to making sure the 

cloth adheres properly to the component and with no bridging of carbon fibre cloth material to the 

component surface below. 

This step is probably the most difficult of the entire process because 

once the cloth touches the tacky basecoat it will not come up again 

without damaging the weave pattern, so you get one opportunity to 

get your cloth placement correct. 

With careful planning work out your best strategy for applying your 

cloth across your component with the weave orientation you desire 

and then gently apply it to the surface making sure it conforms with 

all contours of the part below. The cloth should be oversized for the 

component below as once it is laminated, we will trim the excess edges of the part and tape 

them over to the underside of the component. 

The nature of the carbon fibre 2x2 twill materials relatively loose weave means that it will conform 

well to curves. Be gentle when handling it as it will be extremely easy to distort the weave pattern. If 

using a plain weave this material has a far tighter weave and will not conform to shapes as well but 

is slightly more robust when handled as a dry cloth. 

DIY TIP – If you are skinning a part with flatter surfaces try our DIY HQDC 200gsm 2x2 twill veil back 

material. This stunning material has an incredibly lightweight binder on the rear making it far easier 

to handle and apply when skinning but its ability to go around contours is dramatically reduced 

compared to standard DIY HQDC 200gsm 2x2 Twill Cloth. 

 

One smooth and even basecoat layer left to tack 
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6b. Trimming and Taping over 

Cosmetically we want to achieve nice edges on our part so with 

your oversized cloth now laminated to the tacky basecoat surface 

below you can use a pair of quality sheers to cut the excess cloth 

back so there is around 20 – 25mm of excess material hanging 

over the edge of the component. Whilst your basecoat layer is 

still at tack using masking tape these excess edges can be folded 

round and taped to the underside / non visual side of the 

component. These will be trimmed off later, however at this 

point it is simply to help us achieve nice edges to our component. 

7. First wet out of Carbon Fibre 

 

Carefully mix some of your DIY SK75 Epoxy Laminating Resin as 

per the data sheet instructions making sure you have a thorough 

mix. If you have time this can be allowed to de-gass from the 

mixing process for 3-4 minutes by allowing it to stand in the 

mixing cup. If time is short this can be completed on the piece. 

Using your laminating brush, in smooth, even and gentle 

applications wet out the entire component surface with the resin 

avoiding pooling any resin . As the resin wets through the carbon 

fibre it will reach the tacky basecoat below and once fully cured it 

will lock the carbon fibre to the component surface. 

It’s completely possible that through the mixing and laminating 

process you will see air bubbles that are entrapped in the resin. Once the entire piece has been 

wetted out if the bubbles have not expelled themselves use a hairdryer or heat gun on a low 

temperature setting carefully across the surface of the part and you will see bubbles quickly surface 

and pop. Do not overheat the resin or apply sustained heat to any areas of the part. 

Now the surface is fully wet out allow it to come to a full cure overnight for at least 14 hours. 

8. Build resin coat thickness 

With the part now having reached full cure for the first time but 

before too much resin thickness has been built it’s the perfect 

opportunity trim back excess material edges to the original 

component. 

There are a variety of approaches to doing this but we favour the 

use of a Dremel or other rotary tool before switching to a sanding 

block to give your final edge. 

With the component now having its edges trimmed back its time to 

apply a mechanical key to the surface using some 120 grit wet and 

dry paper across the entire surface. This will give the following resin coats a surface to adhere to. Be 

Carbon fibre cloth taped up to underside of piece 

First wet out of dry cloth 
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careful not to break through the resin and into the carbon fibre cloth as 

this will damage the weave and cosmetics of the final piece. 

The nature of the carbon fibre cloth means you will not be able to sand 

until the entire surface of the cloth is keyed. There will be some small 

low spots in the carbon fibre cloth that if you sanded down to would 

mean damaging the weave so it is acceptable to leave these small low 

spots. 

Use a damp cloth to wipe clear the surface of the component of any 

debris from the surface keying process and then degrease with an 

alcohol wipe or other suitable degreaser. 

Mix your DIY SK75 Epoxy resin as per the data sheet instructions and just 

as before paint a smooth and even layer over the keyed and degreased 

surface of your component. Once the entire surface is coated then if 

required use a hairdryer or low temp heat gun to help expel any bubbles 

just as before in the process. This coat should then be left to reach the 

tack stage just as before with the basecoat layer which should take 

between 1.5 -2.5 hours depending on room temperatures but keep a 

close eye on your project. 

Once at tack stage another layer of DIY SK75 Epoxy Resin can be applied. 

The same process should be followed to expel any bubbles. This once 

more should be left to the tack stage and then a 3rd coat should be 

applied. Following this third coat and the removal of any bubbles the 

part should be left to fully cure overnight for 14 hours. 

 

9. Final Resin Coating 

With your part now full cured it’s time to prepare its surface for the final 

resin coat. The first step is to smooth the surface and remove any high spots in the resin coatings 

that have built during the multiple coatings. As the current surface will receive one final coat of resin 

we can continue to sand with quite abrasive papers to help quickly smooth any high spots. Begin 

with a 120 grit paper and a sanding block. Using our approach this sanding process is completed dry 

until the component surface is smooth. You should work through to a 

240 grit paper. 

Now the component has been keyed to smooth resin surface with no 

high or low spots it’s important to use a damp cloth to clean the part 

and remove any debris from the sanding process. The surface should 

then be thoroughly degreased with an alcohol wipe or suitable 

degreaser. 

Thoroughly mix your final batch of DIY SK75 Skinning Resin as per the 

data sheet. Paint a thin surface layer in smooth even strokes onto the 

The first of 3 resin build coats complete 

Surface keyed with 120 grit paper  

First resin coat applied in smooth and even coat  

Final coat applied and ready to fully cure for 14 hours 
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surface of your part. This will be your final coat of resin and will be the surface that you polish. Allow 

this final coat to fully cure over night for 14 hours. 

10. Final flat and polish 

With the final coat now fully cured it’s time for potentially the 

most satisfying part of the process, the final cut and polish! Again 

we favour a wet sanding approach. Starting with a 500 grit paper, 

work through to a 1000 grit paper. Between each paper make 

sure to wipe the surface clear with a damp cloth to make sure no 

debris remains on the surface from the previous paper. Also 

refresh your water between each paper change.  

With the sanding complete and the surface clean and dry use the 

Pai Boat NW1 black cutting compound that is included in our 

skinning kits to bring to a final shine. This is best used with a 

micro fibre cloth using a 2 cloth technique one cloth to buff on 

and polish and another to bring to final shine. 

You should now be left with a cosmetically stunning carbon fibre skinned component to enjoy at a 

fraction of the cost of making the original component in carbon fibre. 

DIY TIP – If desired you could try PAI Top Finish 2 Nano Polish to give the component its final ultra 

deep shine 

 

Disclaimer 

 
All information presented within this document is believed to be accurate and reliable, but is solely 
for the user's consideration, investigation and verification. Our technical advice, whether verbal, or 
in writing is given in good faith, but without warranty – this also applies where proprietary rights of 
third parties are involved. 

 
The information is not to be taken as an express or implied representation or warranty for which DIY 
Composites Ltd or any parent or subsidiary of DIY Composites Ltd assumes legal responsibility. Any 
warranties, including warranties of merchantability, fitness for use or non-infringement of 
intellectual property rights of third parties, are herewith expressly excluded. 

Superb cosmetic results when compared to original  
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It is the sole responsibility of the user and or purchaser to ensure the product is suitable for their 
purposes and neither DIY Composites Ltd or any parent or subsidiary company of it will be held liable 
for any damage to person or property stemming from the use of this product. 

 
Since the user's product formulations, specific use applications and conditions of use are beyond the 
control of DIY Composites Ltd it makes no warranty or representation regarding the results which 
may be obtained by the user. It shall be the sole responsibility of the user to determine the 
suitability of any of the products mentioned for the user's specific application. 

 
DIY Composites requests that the user reads, understands and complies with the information 
contained herein and the current Material Safety Data Sheet. 

 
Please always ensure you prepare yourself with suitable PPE for the process you are completing. 
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